SOCIAL TAGGING
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Forward to the Past

Ann Arbor District Library
adding reader commentary to the catalog card

Hop on Pop / by Dr. Seuss [i.e. T. S. Geisel]

Seuss, Dr
New York: Beginner Books, c1963
64 p. : illus. ; 24 cm
ISBN 039480029X
I can read it all by myself

Awesome!
The following items are tagged with the term food:

- **Jamie's dinners**
  by Oliver, Jamie
  ★★★★★ based on 1 patron reviews
  cooking, FoodTV, food, chef

- **The United States of Arugula: how we became a gourmet nation**
  by Kamp, David
  food, foodie

- **The omnivore's dilemma: a natural history of four meals**
  by Pollan, Michael
  ★★★★★ based on 1 patron reviews
  food, Michael Pollan, fast-food, organic, local food

- **Eating Korean: from barbecue to kimchi, recipes from my home**
  by Lee, Cecilia Hae-Jin
  ★★★★★ based on 1 patron reviews
  Korean, bi bim bop, a2b3, kimchi, cookbook, food, recipes, autobiographical, memoir, cooking

- **Bee-bim bop!**
  by Park, Linda Sue
  food, kids books, bi bim bop, korean, a2b3, recipes, rhymes

- **Dim sum for everyone!**
  by Lin, Grace
  dim sum, food, kids books, read aloud
Author: William Shakespeare


10,768 LibraryThing users own 36,663 books by William Shakespeare.

Books by William Shakespeare (combine/separate works)

- The complete works 4391 copies, 27 reviews
- Hamlet 4011 copies, 22 reviews
- Macbeth 2724 copies, 18 reviews
- Romeo and Juliet 2526 copies, 18 reviews
- A midsummer night's dream 2095 copies, 14 reviews
- Othello 1877 copies, 7 reviews
- The tempest 1643 copies, 9 reviews
- King Lear 1550 copies, 5 reviews
- The tragedy of Julius Caesar 1302 copies, 5 reviews
- The merchant of Venice 1223 copies, 7 reviews
- Twelfth night; or, What you will 1140 copies, 3 reviews
- The sonnets 1110 copies, 10 reviews
- Much ado about nothing 1099 copies, 4 reviews
- The taming of the shrew 917 copies, 9 reviews
- As you like it 826 copies, 4 reviews
- The Riverside Shakespeare 752 copies, 1 reviews
- Richard III 658 copies, 3 reviews

(see all 980 books)

User rating

⭐⭐⭐⭐ (4.04)
To kill a mockingbird

by Harper Lee

tags | recommendations | reviews (102) | member ratings | members (6,230) | citations (1)

Tags used to describe the book

20th century alabama america american american fiction american literature american south childhood classic classic fiction coming of age family favorites fiction harper lee high school historical fiction justice law Lee literature novel own paperback pulitzer prize race race relations racism read school southern southern fiction Southern Literature the south

(show numbers)

From LibraryThing's recommendations machine (see all recommendations)

1. Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
2. Lord of the Flies; a novel by William Golding
3. The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
4. The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
5. A Separate Peace by John Knowles
6. The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
7. Peace Breaks out by John Knowles
8. Inherit the Wind by Jerome Lawrence
9. Invitation to the Waltz by Rosamond Lehmann
10. Billy Liar by Keith Waterhouse
11. Joy in the Morning by Betty Smith
12. The Red Badge of Courage & "The Veteran" (Modern Library Classics) by Stephen Crane
Smithsonian Photography Initiative
Enter the Frame

SPI invites you to explore the world of Smithsonian Photography

Click on a keyword to the left to begin.
Click on visitors’ keywords and [sequences+] below to view images. Every word you click will be saved to your click list.

Drag your favorite images into My Sequences to put together your own sequence.

MY SEQUENCES

login : save : edit : share

开始新序列
Join the first experiment in social tagging of art museum collections.

Here's how:

- Tag Art
- Museums
- Researchers
- Developers

What is steve? Steve is a research project whose participants are building a tagging tool, collecting tags, analyzing data, and engaging in discussion. We hope to apply what we learn to improving access to works of art. Here's a diagram of steve's world.
This project is funded, in part, by a grant from the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services.